Daily and Weekly Goals
I. The daily goal for a student is to get 85% of their points.
II. The weekly goal for each student is also 85% unless they have been absent in the week. Their
weekly goal goes up by 5% points for each day they were absent.
A. 1 absence = 90%
B. 2 absences = 95%
C. 3 absences means the student can be moved down one level or stay at their current
level. It depends on their weekly points total and on why the student was absent.
III. The points week runs from Friday to Thursday. Weekly points should be averaged during 6th
period every Thursday so that teachers can notify students of any Friday rewards they
qualify for BEFORE they leave on Thursday.

Program Levels, Rewards, and Meeting Goals
I. GREEN Level
A. GREEN is the top level. Students must meet their weekly behavior goal every
Thursday to maintain this level.
B. GREEN Rewards:
1. Students can sit at the GREEN section of the cafeteria.
2. Academic students’ Friday rewards are cumulative, so students qualify for a
set
of Friday rewards based upon how many weeks they have stayed at GREEN. If
a student levels down, they have to start over with their rewards once they
level back up to GREEN.
3. Discipline students’ Friday reward is that the student may come out of
uniform
on Friday. They must have perfect attendance for the points week to qualify.
They must still follow the Academic dress code.
II. YELLOW Level
A. YELLOW is an in-between level. If a student at GREEN does not meet their weekly
goal, they should drop to YELLOW starting on Friday.
B. YELLOW students sit at a different section of the cafeteria. They should sit with seats
in between them and they should all face one direction. Different levels in the
cafeteria should not be communicating with each other.
C. The Discipline Friday reward for YELLOW students is that the student may wear a shirt
of their choice on Friday. They must have perfect attendance for the points week to

qualify. The shirt must still follow the Academic dress code, however.
III. Restricted Level
A. This is the level below YELLOW in our points system. The student does not qualify for
any rewards.
B. The student is on lunch detention.
C. When a student comes back from OSS, they will come back on restricted level.

IV. Levels below Restricted Level.
A. If the student has not made it off of the Restricted Level after one points week,
they will begin to move through the restricted levels.
B. Refer to the tab labeled "Restricted Documentation" to view the process of
moving through the restricted levels.
C. ALL a student needs to do to break the cycle of moving through the restricted
levels is to get a 100% on ONE DAY at school.

V. Leveling up and transitioning mid-week
A. If a student drops a level or moves up a level in the middle of the points week,
they must serve the rest of that week at their new level.
1. Any student who drops below 50% of their points on any day during the
week will drop back a level for the remainder of the week.
2. Students drop down to restricted level when they come back from OSS.
3. Students may move up from Restricted level to YELLOW level by receiving
100% of their points in a day.

